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Using Hazard Function Approach in Estimating 
the Health and Economic Burden of COVID-19 in 

Delhi, India In-terms of Disability Adjusted Life 
Years (DALYs) and Productivity Loss

Abstract
Introduction: The world is facing a challenge of coping with the significant burden of 
disease on economy and health. This study aims to examine the health and economic 
impact of COVID-19 disease on years of life lost due to disability, years of life lost due 
to premature mortality, Disability Adjusted Life Years and productivity lost due to 
premature mortality and absenteeism in Delhi, India.

Method: Data related to COVID-19 cases, deaths and recovery is taken from the period 
of 2nd March 2020 to 30th April 2022. The hazard function modelling approach is 
explored to estimate the median duration of illness. Life expectancy in the absence 
of COVID-19 is estimated from abridged life table. Sensitivity analysis has also been 
conducted by adjusting variables.

Results: A total of 448341.7 DALYs were lost due COVID-19 consisting of 425435.6 
YLLs and 22906.4 YLDs. The rate of DALYs lost per thousand cases was 239 years with 
maximum rate of 651 DALYs lost per thousand cases in age group of 60 and above. The 
cumulative CPL lost due to absenteeism was ₹2,402,398,478 and due to death was 
₹41,453,109,045.

Conclusion: The severity of the disease was highest in the older age group and during 
the later period, the burden of illness due to disability increased in the age group of 
15-30. The study is crucial for policy makers and nation as a whole to understand the 
various strengths and limitation of the system in order to build better system to protect 
patients against future threat of disease.
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Abbreviations
DALY: Disability Adjusted Life Years; YLD: Years of Life Lost Due to 
Disability; YLL: Years of Life Lost Due to Death; YPPLL: Potential 
Years of Productive Life Lost; CPL: Cost of Productivity Lost; DW: 
Disability Weight; GDP: Gross Domestic Product

Introduction
Since the beginning of 2020, COVID-19 started as a global health 
emergency and evolved into a gigantic human and economic crisis 
across the globe. Till 30th April 2022, the COVID-19 pandemic in 
India has affected more than 43 million of population, second 
only to United States of America. India records a total death 

count of 0.52 million with the death rate of 433 per million 
population [1]. The spread of COVID-19 across the states in India 
has largely been askew. Delhi, which is a capital city of India, is 
second most populous city in the country after Mumbai [2]. High 
population density increases the risk of transmission leading to 
rise in daily infection rate [3]. About 4 percent of the total cases 
and 5 percent of the total deaths in India are reported from Delhi 
[4]. The death rate in the city is 1,559 per million of its population, 
only next to Maharashtra which records 2,067 deaths per million 
of its population.

To quantify high infection and death frequencies, mortality 
statistics such as case fatality rate, crude death rate, age specific 
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death rate, etc. has widely been utilised. But these statistics are 
far from thoroughly comprehensive about the health status of 
the population, especially in different age groups. Greater social 
value is deemed to middle years of life as this population is likely 
to be looking after young and older people and the productivity 
level is highest during this age. Premature mortality in this age 
group thus inflicts consequential health and economic burden on 
the society of different magnitudes.

Some popularly used measure to assess the burden of disease are 
disability adjusted life years (DALY), potential years of productive 
life lost (YPPLL) and cost of productivity lost (CPL). DALY is used 
to measure the loss from living a shorter life from broad range of 
illness, adjusted for the severity of disease in individuals by their 
age, gender and premedical conditions [5,6]. DALY serves as an 
input in calculation of global burden of disease and as an output 
measure for the estimation of cost-effectiveness analysis [5]. It 
combines morbidity and mortality into a single index, in terms of 
years of life lost due to disability (YLD) and years of life lost due 
to premature mortality (YLL), respectively. On the other hand, 
YPPLL evaluates the loss incurred by the society in respect to 
individual’s productivity due to premature mortality in working 
age population [7,8]. The economic impact of mortality, in terms 
of value of labour productivity loss, in the working population is 
estimated through CPL [8].

In population level studies, the duration of illness and the 
remaining life expectancy are few of the major input parameters 
required for the estimation of DALY and YPPLL. Life expectancy 
at the age of death is generally extracted from the standardised 
life tables and sometimes from local life tables to maintain 
uniformity of results [9]. Duration of illness, on the other hand, is 
taken from the published medical sources. In case of steady state 
population, the duration of illness can be extracted from basic 
demographic identity that the prevalence of the disease is the 
product of incidence and duration of illness [10,11]. However, for 
general case no simple relationship exists between prevalence, 
incidence and duration [10].

Various studies have been conducted to estimate the burden of 
disease in India and around the world. The study by Nurchis et 
al. (2020) calculates DALY and productivity loss due to COVID-19 
in Italy using parameters published by other studies [12]. Similar 
study has been conducted by John et al. (2021) in Kerala, India. 
Vasishtha et al. (2021) utilised data from multiple sources and the 
assumption that COVID-19 deaths are additional deaths in the 
population, measured the impact of infection on life expectancy, 
premature mortality and estimated DALY in Maharashtra, India 
[13]. Gökler & Metintaş (2022) estimated YLL and YPPLL in Turkey.

Premature deaths were calculated for men and women by 
interpolating the number of deaths and the expected life 
expectancy, whereas productivity loss was estimated using 
predetermined wage rates with the human capital theory 
[14]. George et al. (2021) used simple linear regression model 
between incidence, prevalence, and duration to assess the 
duration of COVID-19 disease in various Indian states [11]. Grover 
et al. (2021) estimated DALY lost among HIV patients in Delhi, 
India by utilising the concept of mean residual life in estimation 
of remaining life from disease after the end of the study. This 

estimate is in turn used to measure the total duration of disease 
[15].

There is a lack of studies related to estimation of duration of 
illness in case of population level data. The main purpose of this 
study is to present a method of calculating duration of illness for 
estimation of DALYs and productivity loss in discrete time series 
population level data by fitting parametric hazard function. Life 
expectancy at death in the absence of COVID-19 is estimated 
using published life tables. These estimates are further utilised 
in estimation of YPPLL and CPL to assess the burden of disease. 
In the next section, the detailed method for the estimation is 
provided. Results from the implementation of the method are 
then presented and thorough discussion is conducted. Finally, 
the limitations of the study and a comprehensive conclusion are 
provided.

Materials and Methods
Study population
Data for this paper is drawn from various publicly available 
sources. Data related to COVID-19 cases, recovery and death is 
taken from the official website of Government of Delhi, India 
from the period of 2nd March 2020 till 30th April 2022 [16]. For 
the construction of life tables, the report on abridged life tables 
by Sample Registration System (SRS), 2014-18 is utilised [17]. The 
population data of Delhi is acquired from the census 2011 and 
the workforce participation rates are taken from the 68th round 
of employment and unemployment report from Delhi planning 
division [2,18]. The distribution of COVID-19 cases and deaths 
by age-group are taken from various news articles, based on 
which the study period is divided into three time periods namely, 
2nd March 2020-31st December 2020; 1st January 2021-30th 
November 2021 and from 1st December 2021 to 30th April 2022 
[19-22]. The data was managed in excel and R software was 
utilised for all the calculations.

Disability Adjusted Life years (DALY)
DALY is a measure of burden of disease that was constituted to 
incorporate the impact of morbidity in a proportional manner 
with mortality [23]. In other words, DALY is the combination of 
present value of future years of lifetime lost through premature 
mortality and the present value of the adjustment to years of 
future lifetime to allow for the average severity of any mental or 
physical disability caused by a disease or injury [5,23,24]. Thus, 
DALYs are a measure of something lost rather than something 
gained, so reduction of DALYs lost is the major objective [5]. 
Mathematically, DALYs are calculated as: 

[DALY]_i=[YLL] _i+ [YLD] _i (1)

Where [YLL] is the years of life lost due to premature mortality in 
the age-group i, and [YLD] is the years of life lost due to disability 
for the itch age-group. YLD and YLLs are estimated by applying a 
discounting factor of 3%. Discounting provides an incentive for 
policymakers and practitioners to focus on health interventions 
that can be implemented right away for immediate benefit 
and avoid the bias of saving resources for future eradication 
programmes [9].
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For the premature mortality, the number of years lost is counted 
up to the maximum life span. YLLs are estimated as the product 
of total deaths at a point of time and life expectancy at death in 
i^Th age group. Mathematically,

YLL=(KCe^ra)/[(r+β)] ^2

[e^(-(r+β)(L+a)) {-(r+β)(L+a)-1}-e^

(-(r+β)a) {-(r+β) a-1}]+ (1-K)/r (1-e^(-rL))

Where, k=age weighting modulation factor; C=constant; 
r=discount rate; a=age of death; β=parameter from the age 
weighting function; and L=standard expectation of life at age a. 
The estimation of YLDs, on the other hand, is the number of cases 
in ith age group multiplied by the total duration of illness till 
remission or death and severity index known as disability weight 
on a scale of 0 (perfect health) and 1 (Death). Mathematically,

YLD=DW {(KCe^ra)/[(r+β)] ^2

[e^ (-(r+β)(π+a))

{-(r+β) (π+a)-1}-e^ (-(r+β) a)

{-(r+β) a-+ (1-K)/(r)(1-e^(-rπ))} (3)

Where k=age weighting modulation factor; C=constant; 
r=discount rate; a=age of onset of disability; β=parameter 
from the age weighting function; π=duration of disability; and 
DW=disability weight. In this study we assume C=0,β=0,k=0 and 
r=0.03. The disability weight is borrowed from the study by Wiper 
(2021) with the weight of moderate to severe being 0.133 and for 
critical cases assuming that they die is 0.655 [25]. Life expectancy 
before COVID-19 is estimated from the abridged life tables as per 
the need of the study [17].

Then the mathematical form of YLLs and YLDs as per this study 
is as follows: 

YLL=∑_i [N_i/r (1-e^ (-rL))] (4)

Where N_i is the number of deaths in age group i, (i=1,2,…,n); r 
is the discount rate of 3% and L is the life expectancy at the age 
i of death.

YLD=∑_(i,j) (M_i× [DW]_j×(1-e^(-rπ)))/r (5)

where, M_i is the number of infected cases in age group i, (i=1,2,…
,n); r is the discount rate of 3%; [DW] _(j)is the disability weight 
for j^ the category (j=1 for moderate level and 2 for critical) and 
π is the duration of illness till remission or death.

Years of potential productive life lost (YPPLL) 
and cost of productivity loss (CPL)
The economic losses due to premature mortality and 
absenteeism due to infection is calculated using years of 
potential productive life lost (YPPLL) and cost of productivity loss 
(CPL). The productivity losses are calculated for the individuals 
who are in the working age bracket, i.e., between 15 and 65 years 
of age, using human capital approach. This approach is one way 
of valuing the amount of time by which working life is reduced 
due to illness or premature death [25,26]. This work time lost 
is then valued using wages as the proxy measure of employee 
output, adjusted for the workforce participation rate. The time 

lost due to illness is calculated using YPPLL. It is estimated in the 
similar manner as YLL, with the difference that only working age 
population is included in the estimation. The mathematical form 
of YPPLL is as follows: 

YPPLL=∑_I (D_i×(1-e^(-rL_i)/r (6)

Here, D_i is the number of deaths at age i,(i=1,2,…,n); r is the 
discount rate and L_i is the number of productive years remaining 
at the i^th age of death. To calculate cost of productivity loss 
due to death, the YPPLL are simply multiplied with workforce 
participation rate and the market wage, which is assumed in our 
case, to be GDP (Gross Domestic Product) per capita of ₹4,01,982 
[27]. Cost of productivity loss due to absenteeism on the other 
hand, is estimated as the product of number of infected cases, 
proportion of working population in that age group, total duration 
of illness and salary per week. Here the salary is estimated from 
GDP per capita of Delhi, which is assumed to be the income of the 
population. So, CPL is calculated as: 

[CPL] _ (death)=∑ _k [YPPL] _k×p_k×GDP per capita] (7)

[CPL]_(absenteeism)=∑_k [N_k×p_k×d×S] (8)

Here, p_k is the proportion of working population in kth age 
group (k=15-65 years); Nk is the number of infected cases; d is the 
average duration of illness and S is the salary per day calculated 
from the GDP per capita.

Duration of illness
The method of obtaining the average duration of illness from 
COVID-19 till remission or death is outlined below. To accomplish 
this, firstly the connection between epidemic model and survival 
functions is established. In survival analysis, hazard function is of 
interest rather than the probability density function as the hazard 
functions are more informative about the underlying mechanism 
of failure [28]. Also, it can be noted that cumulative hazard rate 
uniquely defines a distribution.

Suppose the lifetime T takes the discrete set of values {t_i}; i=1, 
2, at which the COVID-19 infected cases move to removed state 
(either recovery or dead). Then the probability mass function of 
a discrete lifetime distribution can then be written as, M_i=Pr 
[[T=t_i],i=1,2,…]; where, T is a random variable representing the 
duration or sojourn time of the individuals remaining infected. 
The survival function, S_i, which is defined as the probability of 
surviving beyond age t is obtained as,

S_i=Pr [[T≥t_i],i=1,2,…] (9)

=∑_(j≥t_i) M_j

Where,

M_i=S_i-S_(i+1),i=1,2,… (10)

The hazard rate is the conditional probability, defined as the 
probability of leaving infection state at time i given that the 
individual has remained infected until time i, i.e.,

h_i=(Number of individuals removed in (i,i+∆i))/(Number of 
individuals alive at the beginning of the interval×∆i)

In this study the number of individuals removed is estimated 
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by combining the number of recovered and number of deaths. 
Mathematically, the hazard rate can be written as: 

h_i=Pr [T=t_i]/Pr [T≥t_i] (11)

The cumulative hazard function is then simply the accumulated 
hazard until time i. For the continuous case,

H(t)=∫_0^t h(u)du=-ln[S(i).]

In discrete case, summing the hazard rate h_i, is not equal to-ln 
S(i). Various authors have provided different forms of H (t) for 
discrete cases [28,29]. This study utilises the cumulative hazard 
rate defined by Cox/Oakes (1984, p. 15) as,

H (t)=∑_(t_j<t) [ ln [1-h_(i-1) ]] (12)

When h_i is small, then the relation becomes,

H (t)≈∑_(t_j<t) h_i (13)

The study estimates the cumulative hazard rate from the data to 
which different distributions are fitted. The distribution that best 
fits the data is identified by using R2 value. From the selected 
distribution, the median survival time is estimated which is used 
as measure of duration of illness. In this study, Weibull distribution 
fits the data best with parameters (λ,γ) and its median duration 
of infection is given by (ln2)^(1/γ)/λ.

Sensitivity analysis
Two-way sensitivity analysis is a technique used in economic 
evaluation studies by varying the values of two input parameters 
simultaneously and studying the combined effect on the results. 
In this study different choices of disability weight and discount 
rate are considered. The notation used is DALY (dw1, dw2), where 
dw1 is the disability weight for moderate, dw2 for critical and r is 
discount rate. On the other hand, one-way sensitivity analysis is 
conducted on CPL by varying the discount rate of 3% to 2.5% and 
3.5% and the impact on results is reported.

Results
Table 1 provides the descriptive summary of COVID-19 related 
infected, recovered and dead cases in Delhi for the complete 
length of the study. Since the onset of COVID-19 in Delhi, a total 
of 1,883,075 cases of infection have been reported in the city 
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Figure 1 Daily new cases, recovered and dead in Delhi, India during 2nd March 2020 to 30th April 2022.

Parameter Value
No. of infected cases Till 30th April 2022 18,83,075
 Mean 2,384
 Minimum 0
 Maximum 28,867
No. of recovered cases until 30th April 2022 18,51,184
 Mean 2,343
 Minimum 0
 Maximum 27,421
No. of cases dead until 30th April 2022 26,175
 Mean 33
 Minimum 0
 Maximum 448
No. of cases still active until 30th April 2022 5,716
 Mean 13,619
 Minimum 1
 Maximum 99,752

Table 1. Summary of COVID-19 cases from 2nd March2020 to 30th April 
2022.

with the average of 2,384 cases per day. The maximum number 
of cases reported in one day was 28,867. Out of the infected 
cases a total of 1,851,184 cases have recovered till 30th April, 
2022 with the average of 2,343 cases recovered per day.

On the other hand, a total of 26,175 COVID-19 infected cases 
have died during this period with the average deaths per day 
being 33 and maximum deaths reported in a single day were 448. 
However, as on 30th April 2022 about 5,716 are still infected with 
the virus, averaging at 13,619 cases active per day with minimum 
of one active case and peaking at 99,752 at a point of time. Figure 
1 shows the trends of COVID-19 infection per day, where x-axis 
represents time in days, y-axis represents number of infection 
and recovery cases per day and secondary axis represents 
number of deaths per day.

Table 2 reports the R-square values of various distribution 
fitted to the cumulative hazard values. It is evident that Weibull 
distribution fits the data best with the R-square of 0.989. The 
parameters of Weibull distribution are estimated to be λ=0.02497 
and γ=1.59743. Thus, the median survival time is obtained as 
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31.83 days. Table 3 lists the input parameters that are utilised in 
the estimation of DALYs and CPL. For the estimation of YLDs and 
hence DALYs, two disability weights were utilised. The disability 
weight of 0.133 was taken for the individuals that were infected 
and were able to recover and the weight of 0.655 was given to 
the individuals that died due to infection. Life expectancy at the 
age of death for the gap of 10 years is then constructed from 
abridged life tables and reported. The working age in India is 
15 to 65 years. The proportion of population working in Delhi 
is extracted and presented in Table 3. A discount rate of 3% is 
applied for the estimation of both DALYs and CPL.

Results
Since the first reported case till 31st December 2020, the overall 

burden of COVID-19 in Delhi was 1,82,420 DALYs at the discount 
rate of 3% (Table 4). About 7,658.9 healthy years of life were lost 
to the disability (YLD) and 1,74,760.9 years of total life was to 
premature death (YLL). The hefty share of DALYs was lost in age-
group 51-60 years with 46,521.5 years lost. It has been observed 
that out of the total YLDs lost; about 70% are lost in the age group 
of 50 years and below, whereas nearly 61% of YLLs share was 
reported in the age group of 51 years and above. This suggests 
that the disease was more fatal to older population. However, 
the DALYs lost per thousand cases during this period was 294.3 
years, with majority loss of 779.2 years per 1000 cases in the age 
group of 71-80, followed by 770.1 DALYs lost per 1000 cases in 
age group 61-70 years. However,

The results of YLD, YLL and DALYs lost during 1st January 2021 
till 30th November 2021 is reported in Table 5. The results show 
that about 2, 43, 827 DALYs was lost with a share of YLLs being 
2,33,675.3 years and 10,152.8 years of YLDs. The maximum 
burden was observed in age group 51-60 years with a share of 
26% in overall DALYs lost, whereas the rate of DALYs lost per 
thousand cases in the same age group was 562.2 years. The 
overall rate of DALYs lost per 1000 cases during this period was 
297.1, with majority loss of 908.2 DALYs lost per 1000 cases in 71-
80 age group. It has been observed that about 70% of YLDs was 
lost till the age 50 years, whereas nearly 63% of YLLs share was 
reported in the age group of 51 and above. This suggests that the 
disease was more fatal to older population.

The results of burden of disease for the remaining period of 
five months from 1st December 2021 to 30th April 2022 are 
represented in Table 6. The gross discounted DALYs lost were 
22106.5 years comprising a major share of 76.8% (16,999 years) 
of life lost to premature mortality (YLL). Highest burden was in 
the age group of 46-60 years with 6504.7 DALYs lost with 84% 
of the share of YLLs in total DALYs. The findings also suggest that 
more than half of the YLDs share to DALYs was contributed by the 
age group of 16-30 years. This age group also has the minimum 
life lost to mortality. It is to be noted that the total YLDs lost till 
the age of 45 years was 2.3 times higher as compared to YLDs lost 
in the age group above 45 years. On the hand, the ratio of YLLs 
below 45 years to above 45 years of age was 0.43, suggesting that 
the more YLLs were lost in the older age-group. The rate of DALYs 
lost per 1000 cases was 50.6 years with maximum rate in age 
group 76 and above (221.3 years per 1000 cases) and minimum 
in 16-30 years (21.3 years per 1000 cases).

The combined DALYs lost during the total duration of the study 
are reported in Table 7. The gross loss in healthy years of life 
in terms of DALYs were 448341.7 years comprising of 425435.6 
years lost to death (YLL) and 22906.4 years lost to disability due 
to infection (YLDs). The rate of DALYs lost per 1000 cases was 239 
years with the minimum rate of 64 DALYs lost per 1000 cases in 
age group of below 30.

Figure 2 shows YLDs and YLLs lost per month during two time 
periods, namely, from March 2020 to November 2021 and 
December 2021 to April 2022. As can be seen from the graph, 
the YLDs lost per month were higher during the latter period till 
the age of 60 years. YLDs lost each month during the same period 
were 1.5 times higher than the former period. On contrary, more 

Distribution  R-square
Exponential 0.985

Weibull 0.989
Log-Logistic 0.829

Table 2.Hazard distribution fitting and R-squared value.

Parameter Value References
Disability weight Moderate/

severe
0.133 (0.088-

0.19)
 [25]

 Critical 0.655 (0.579-
0.727)

 

Life expectancy at the age of 
death (in years)

   

 Age group life 
expectancy

 

 01-Oct 73.6 constructed
 Nov-20 65.1  
 21-30 55.4  
 31-40 45.9  
 41-50 36.5  
 51-60 27.3  
 61-70 19  
 71-80 11.5  
 80 above 5  
Discount rate  3%  [9]
GDP per capita  ₹ 4,01,982  [27]
Working age  15-65 years  [18]
Remaining working life    
 Age group Life 

expectancy
 

constructed
 15-29 29.6  
 30-45 25  
 45-60 15  
 60-65 5  
Proportion of population 
working

   

 Age group Proportion  [18]
 15-30 38.8  
 30-45 56.1  
 45-60 60  
 60-65 19.5  

Table 3. Input parameters.
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Undiscounted Discounted
Age-group YLD YLL DALY YLD YLL DALY DALYs/ 1000 cases
Below 10 245.7 6700.8 6946.5 245.4 2701.7 2947.1 141.5
Nov-20 611.5 9802.4 10413.9 610.7 4307 4917.7 94.3
21-30 1584.5 20992.1 22576.6 1582.4 10232.6 11815.1 87.4
31-40 1608.6 32240.9 33849.5 1606.5 17498 19104.4 140.5
41-50 1307.7 55841 57148.6 1305.9 33936.6 35242.6 330.2
51-60 1121 66508 67629 1119.5 45402 46521.5 534.2
61-70 750.2 53246.9 53997.1 749.2 40591.8 41340.5 770.1
71-80 333.2 19814.2 20147.3 332.7 16765.3 17098.1 779.2

80 and above 106.7 3582 3688.7 106.5 3326.3 3432.8 602
Total 7668.9 268728.3 276397.3 7658.9 174760.9 182420 294.3

Table 4. YLD, YLL and DALY (in years) estimates from March 2020-December 2020.

Undiscounted Discounted
Age-group YLD YLL DALY YLD YLL DALY DALYs/ 1000 cases
Below 10 324.58 7628.48 7953.06 324.2 3075.76 3399.9 123.3
Nov-20 802.97 3374.83 4177.8 801.9 1482.85 2284.8 33.1
21-30 2091.33 19495.46 21586.79 2088.6 9503.09 11591.7 64.8
31-40 2138.9 51679.97 53818.87 2136.1 28048.03 30184.1 167.7
41-50 1731.13 73627.25 75358.38 1728.9 44745.98 46474.9 328.8
51-60 1492.22 92784.81 94277.02 1490.3 63339.95 64830.2 562.2
61-70 986.73 67720.21 68706.94 985.4 51624.59 52610 740.1
71-80 458.65 30645.51 31104.16 458.1 25930.02 26388.1 908.2

80 and above 157.1 6380.46 6537.55 156.9 5924.98 6081.9 712.5
Total 10183.61 353336.96 363520.58 10170.3 233675.3 243845.6 297.1

Table 5. YLD, YLL and DALYs (in years) estimates from January 2021 to November 2021.

Undiscounted Discounted
Age-group YLD YLL DALY YLD YLL DALY DALYs/ 1000 cases
Below 15 317.5 3395.1 3712.6 317 1486.7 1803.8 66.4

16-30 1623.3 2657.5 4280.9 1621.2 1357.5 2978.8 21.3
31-45 1568.4 3755.1 5323.5 1566.4 2269.8 3836.2 28.5
46-60 1026.2 9263.8 10290 1024.9 5479.9 6504.7 74.3
61-75 460.5 5704 6164.6 459.9 4513.2 4973.1 129.7

76 and above 118.2 2112.7 2230.9 118 1891.9 2009.9 221.3

Table 6. YLD, YLL and DALYs (in years) estimate from December 2021 to April 2022.

Undiscounted Discounted
Age-group YLD YLL DALY YLD YLL DALY DALYs/ 1000 cases
Below 30 7601.4 74046.7 81648.2 7591.4 34147.2 41738.9 64

30-60 11994.2 385700.8 397694.9 11978.5 240720.3 252698.6 256
60 and above 3371.3 189206 192577.3 3336.5 150568.1 153904.2 651

Total 22966.8 648953.5 671920.3 22906.4 425435.6 448341.7 239

Table 7. YLD, YLL and DALYs (in years) estimates from March 2020 to April 2022.

Period Age Group 15-30 30-45 45-60 60-65 Total
Mar 2020-Dec 
2020

CPL Death 1,38,80,57,049 5,81,37,88,863 9,32,31,69,219 50,98,72,298 17,03,48,87,430
CPL Absenteeism 19,10,34,470 32,47,38,873 25,77,05,433 1,59,89,098 78,94,67,875

Jan 2021-Nov 
2021

CPL Death 1,15,46,18,545 8,45,67,46,150 12,83,60,53,984 64,84,63,339 23,09,58,82,017
CPL Absenteeism 25,29,59,536 43,00,05,090 34,12,42,324 2,11,72,069 1,04,53,79,019

Dec 2021-Apr 
2022

CPL Death 15,86,06,280 40,29,50,909 69,71,32,269 6,36,50,140 1,32,23,39,599
CPL Absenteeism 16,52,23,443 23,07,23,409 16,02,15,117 1,13,89,615 56,75,51,584

Total CPL Death 2,70,12,81,874 14,67,34,85,922 22,85,63,55,472 1,22,19,85,777 41,45,31,09,045
CPL Absenteeism 60,92,17,450 98,54,67,372 75,91,62,873 4,85,50,782 2,40,23,98,478

Table 8. Cost of productivity loss (CPL) due to morbidity (absenteeism) and pre-mature death (in rupees (₹).
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YLL per month were lost (in all age groups) till November 2021 
as compared to the latter period. It is estimated the YLL lost per 
month in the age group of 46-60 years was 9 times higher till 
November 2021 as compared to the YLLs lost per month during 
the period of December 2020 to April 2022.

Productivity loss
In Delhi state of India, the total cost of productivity lost due 
to absenteeism from work was around ₹2.4 billion and due to 
premature death was about ₹41 billion during the complete 
duration of the study (Table 8). The majority of permanent loss 
was in the age group of 45-60 (₹22.8 billion) which also has the 
high burden of disease in terms of DALY. On the other hand, the 
major loss of productivity due to absenteeism from work was in 
age-group of 30-45 years (₹0.98 billion). The total productivity 
loss due to premature death and absenteeism are plotted in the 
Figure 3.

Table 9 reports the results of two-way sensitivity analysis on YLD, 
YLL and DALY estimation. The disability weight for moderate level 
is changed from 0.133 to 0.088 and 0.19, and for severe level 
the weight is changed from 0.655 to 0.579 and 0.727. Another 
input variable is discount rate which is adjusted to 0.025 and 
0.035 from 0.03. The percentage change in DALY values from the 
baseline value of (0.133, 0.655, and 0.03) set at zero in four cases 
is presented in Figure 4.

It is evident that major variation in the result is observed in the 
time period of December 2021 to April 2022 with the range 
of variation between-15% to 12%. The period of January 2021 
to November 2021 shows the minimum variation ranging 
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Parameters DALY (dw1, dw2; r) Mar20-
Dec20

Jan21-
Nov21

Dec21-
Apr22

(0.088,0.579,0.025)
 

YLD 5,202 6,915 3,394
YLL 1,86,245 2,48,523 18,170

(0.190,0.727,0.035) DALY 1,91,447 2,55,438 21,564
YLD 10,747 14,261 7,275

(0.190,0.727,0.025)

YLL 1,64,431 2,20,266 15,956
DALY 1,75,179 2,34,527 23,231
YLD 10,752 14,267 7,278

 YLL 1,86,245 2,48,523 18,170
 DALY 1,96,997 2,62,790 25,448
(0.088,0.579,0.035)

 

YLD 5,200 6,912 3,392
YLL 1,64,431 2,20,266 15,956
DALY 1,69,631 2,27,178 19,348

Base case: 
(0.133,0.655,0.03)

 

YLD 7,659 10,170 5,107
YLL 1,74,761 2,33,675 16,999
DALY 1,82,420 2,43,846 22,107

Table 9. Sensitivity analysis on disability weight and discount rate of 
DALYs.
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between-8% to 7% (Figure 4). Figure 5 represents the percentage 
in total productivity loss of from the baseline case of discount 
rate 3% to 2.5% and 3.5%. The results varied from-4% to 4.3% 
with minimum variation in the period of December 2021 to April 
2022 from-2.9% to 3.1%.

Discussion
COVID-19 has shocked the institutions around the world. Despite 
of various containment measures, high infectivity with premature 
mortality and long-term morbidity has led to increased burden 
on limited healthcare resources, workforce shortages, economic 
loss as well as increasing psychological impact. Thus, analysing 
the burden of disease in terms of health loss and economic loss 
becomes imperative. In this context, the present study focuses on 
measuring the burden of COVID-19 disease in terms of DALYs and 
Cost of productivity loss in Delhi, India using hazard functions.

There are significant findings of this study. The period of infection 
follows Weibull distribution with median duration of illness, i.e., 
from the onset of infection till recovery or death, estimated 
to be 31.83 days. The result is in line with the report by WHO 
which states that the median duration for COVID-19 infection to 
resolve is about two weeks and for patients with severe or critical 
disease it takes three to six weeks. A study by Abrahim et. al., 
(2021) reports that the median duration of COVID-19 in Ethiopia 
was seven days with a minimum of two and a maximum of sixty-
eight days. Thus, the findings suggests that in the absence of 
the medical records, the method employed in this chapter can 
provide an approximate value of the duration of illness from the 
disease.

The DALY estimates suggest that the burden of disease was 
mainly due to mortality with almost 95% of the contribution in 

DALYs is due to YLL. From the first inception of disease in city 
till 30th November 2021, three-fifth of the DALYs and YLLs were 
lost in age group of 50 and above, whereas, about 70% of the 
YLDs were lost in below 50 years of age. However maximum 
DALYs were lost during the period of 1st January 2021 to 30th 
November 2021. On the other hand, the DALY estimates for the 
period of 1st December 2021 to 30th April 2022 indicate that the 
even though YLL is the leading contributor in DALYs lost, about 
23% of the disease burden was due to YLDs.

The findings also suggest that DALYs lost due to COVID-19 was 
highest among 51 to 60 years of age accounting for about 26% 
of the share in total DALYs lost. However, the rate of DALYs lost 
per 1000 cases was maximum in the age group 71 to 80 years. 
This means that the disease was fatal in older population of the 
Delhi especially in the age group of 71 to 80 years but more were 
infected in the age group of below 50 years. Similar results have 
been reported by other studies as well. A Study by Gökler & 
Metintaş (2022) in Turkey suggests that premature deaths were 
mainly in age group of 50-69 years [14]. Nurchis et al. (2020) 
stated that mortality was the main contributor in DALYs lost with 
the maximum burden in the age group of 70-79 years in Italy [12].

It has also been analysed that the majority of YLDs lost per 
month during the period of 1st December 2021 to 30th April 
2022 in the age group of below 60 years are higher than YLDs 
lost in the period of 2nd March 2020 to 30th November 2021. 
Increase in YLDs can be attributed to the fact that the lockdown 
conditions during this period were relaxed with re-opening of 
schools, colleges and workplace, which in turn led to increased 
transmission. Another finding is that the YLLs lost per month 
were highest in period of 2nd March 2020 to 30th November 
2021. This indicates that the share of mortality in overall disease 
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burden was less during this time period. Reduced morality can be 
attributed to the vaccination drive in the country as the majority 
of population have been vaccinated in this period.

Further, the economic burden of COVID-19 in Delhi is estimated 
in terms of productivity loss which complements the health 
burden in the sense that about 95% of the productivity loss 
was due to mortality. It is observed that overall productivity 
loss due to mortality was 17 times higher than the loss due to 
absenteeism. Human capital approach was utilised for estimation 
of lost productivity due to mortality and absenteeism. It was 
estimated that more than half of the productivity loss due to 
mortality was in the working class of 45-60 years and two-fifth 
of the productivity loss was in the age group 30-45 years which 
was due to absenteeism. These estimates are alarming as the 
majority of the working population are in these age groups, with 
the participation rate of 60% in 45-60 years and 56.1% in 30-45 
years. Even though the loss due to absenteeism was only 5% in 
total loss, it has huge impact on individual as well as society and 
in turn to economy as well. The results are in line with various 
studies as well [12,14].

In this process various assumption are undertaken which are 
the limitations of this study as well. The main limitation is that 
the average duration of infection for recovered and dead cases 
are not estimated separately due to limited availability of the 
data. This has led to under or overestimation of YLDs. But since 
YLDs have limited contribution in DALYs so this limitation can be 
eased. It is also assumed that the reinfection did not occur and 
the study is closed for birth, deaths and migrations. Impact of 
vaccination is also not taken in the study. The study thus does 
not provide a complete picture of the total burden of disease. 
Also, since the disease is patient specific and effects differently 

to different cases, the study is a population based and ignores 
patient level variation.

Conclusion
COVID-19 which started as a global health emergency has 
evolved into a gigantic human and economic crisis, placing 
substantial burden on limited healthcare resources across the 
globe. For population level studies, duration of illness is mostly 
derived from either medical records or through relationship 
between prevalence, incidence and duration of illness. The 
models presented in this study add to the existing literature 
of estimation of period of infection for population data that 
provides an approximate value of the duration of illness obtained 
from the medical records.

The result from this study suggests that severity of the disease 
was higher in older population which are more prone to other 
co-morbidities. The study puts light on burden of illness in age 
group of 15-30 years after the reopening of school, colleges and 
workplaces in Delhi. The study also suggests that during the 
earlier years of COVID-19 pandemic, the burden due to mortality 
in terms of YLL and CPL lost due to premature mortality was 
higher. With the course of time better control measures, medical 
preparedness and large coverage of vaccination, the burden 
due to mortality has been curtailed, increasing the burden on 
morbidity and loss due to absenteeism.

Measuring the disease burden in terms of health as well as 
economic loss is crucial for policy makers and nation as whole 
to understand the various strengths and limitation in the system 
and building better system to protect patients against future 
threat of disease.
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